
Undead Family

Sam, Chapter 1
Alex and Sam were walking through the area with many houses that they were designated

to. There they suddenly found the quite obvious house that they were actually sent to.

“Wow, this house surely has been in hell.” said Alex after observing the house a bit.

“Yep, let's take care of this demon, should be easy!” Sam replied.

They both click a button. Less than a second, it transformed into sharp-pointed weapons

that could easily slice through bone with no strength. Sam had a scythe, a long handle with a

blade curved with a sharp end. Alex had a katana, a small handle, long blade with also a sharp

end.

“Operation, start!”

They both sprint into two different entrances. Sam enters through the door and Alex goes

through the window on the side of the house. Sam raises his leg and busts and bursts through the

door, no interruption of his movement. His senses and observations were on play mode, as he

searches throughout the area. But all were parts of the house that had collapsed. But he smelt a

sense of the demon’s smell, the smell of fire. He then reroutes his movements and goes to that

smell, there he finds Alex on the other side who they had coincidentally met together, and this

demon, A fire demon.

“Go!” They both screamed. They both dashed straight into the demon and swung their

weapons.



But Sam pictured the demon’s face similar to his mom, then hesitated to swing his

weapon. During that, Sam was still able to hit the demon. But the demon simultaneously parried

and blocked their attacks, using almost all of its strength like it was begging for his life.

“Wew, this is a strong one huh? An abnormal, fire demon. I'm sure that we could have

killed it by now.” said Alex from his analysis.

“Hey, let's execute our signature move shall we? It's been so long.”

“Yessir!”

They both released their body soul and activated their mind. Then they pose for their

move. Sam, in a ninja pose holding his scythe like he is the death reaper. Alex, in a pose where

he is holding his katana in the middle of his view with both hands like he is about to slice a

melon in half. In an instant of 0.000001 seconds, they played their cards and reactivated their

bodies and they both switched positions, slicing the demon’s defense and body, completely

killing it. But the truth is that Sam dashed to Alex and Alex dashed to Sam extremely fast and

they also putting their weapons onto work, slicing the demon. This move, it used mind power

where one person and another person connects their mind together and coordinates in one time

period where they execute all moves in one. This was their move, a devious one. They were truly

the brothers of the Devious Dynamic Duality of Duos [DDDD]



Alex, Chapter 2

Both Alex and Sam are back into the Public Safety Hunters building for the 1000th time,

walking straight into systematic doors that would open when someone was near it. They walked

into the office and confronted their leader, Hensuka.

“Hey! We've finished the mission!” said Sam in an exhausted way.

“Nice, you guys have done a lot of work in the past, so I'll give you a break for now.”

Hensuka replied

“Woo! Thanks!” Alex and Sam celebrating,

“But heads up, there's gonna be a big mission later on.”

“Awwh.”

Alex and Sam walked to their home exhausted and legs fatigued and opened the door,

“Welcome home sweeties!” Freya said in a loud way. Freya would always say this when

the front door was opened, no matter if it was some stranger, but word sweeties was to actually

refer to Alex and Sam. She really had gotten addicted to saying that and really cannot stop.

“Ready for dinner?”

“Mann, were so tireddd, we wanna go to sleep.” Alex replied in a fatigued and extended

way. Then they both went upstairs to their room .

“Hey!! I made dinner just for today. Come on, eat up, you need your proteins right?”

Alex and Sam stopped at 50 percent of making up at the top of the stairs when she said that.

“Nahh, we're going to sleep, goodnight!” Then they both ran upstairs.



Sam went to his room that was on the left on the top of the stairs while Alex went straight

forward, which was where his room was. When Alex entered his room, first thing, go straight

into his bed. Lying in the bed with both hands holding his head. He closes his eyes and starts to

wander around in his mind, where he would think about the most randomest things and scenarios

that he had made up. But he thought of his dream goals, scoring with a hot girl, wealthiness and

successfulness, and killing all the demons!

Sam, Chapter 3

Couple days Sam and Alex had slayed demons as it was their job to do so, till the big day

where the big mission comes.

“The mission is coordinated at Xynoreo 7th street, We better get going before the demon

infects anymore civilians” said Hensuka, commanding Sam and Alex.

“Hey wait, that’s near our house.” Alex said.

Sam's eyes were wide open and was filled with fear. He did not want anyone important to

die anymore. He was given flashbacks of his Hunter group teammates get turned into demons

and were killed before he became a Top Executive Hunter.

“Hey! Let’s get going now! We don’t want anyone to die right?” replying to Alex.

Sam ran straight into the exit door while hearing 2 voices behind him.

“Yeah, come on, let's go!” and “Hey! Wait-”

There was no time to wait, he wanted to get there as fast as possible that he wanted to

teleport there. Sam got into the driver seat in the Hunter truck and saw Alex through the window



running towards him as he knew he thought the same thing as Sam, then Alex got into the front

passenger seat. Right when Alex got into the seat, Sam drove as fast as he could that the engine

was heating up and it made it like summer in there.

Alex, Chapter 4

After Sam had driven onto the destination, Alex and Sam had gotten out before the car

was even stopped to park. There he saw many neighborhood homes destroyed, but he did not see

his home yet. They rushed into their street where their home was at. They were at the front of

their house and they saw windows broken and doors busted. Alex hoped that the reason the door

was busted was that there were rescue teams coming to save them right?

They both entered through the front door and saw the destruction in his house. It was

never the same as how they had entered the house yesterday. He had seen the basement door

busted as well.

“I'll check the basement” said Alex

“I'll come with you,” Sam replied.

Upon reaching down the stairs of the basement, they saw two demonic humanoids,

standing still and ready to strike.

“That's not our mom and dad right?” Alex thought.

Alex was trying to prove his mind wrong that it was their parents but there was none.

First demon, wearing the same clothes as Freya each day, and having the same phone and case as

Freya that was on the floor near the demon. For the second demon, wearing the same uniform



that Winston would go to work, and Winston’s glasses that were on the floor. But the only thing

that Alex noticed was their faces, it was similar to Freya and Winston.

“Our parents, they got infected.”

Sam, Chapter 5

Both Sam and Alex, frozen in place, and their minds gone wild, trying to find a solution

about how to deal with this.

“Hey, hey, calm down, we’ll keep them safe and we’ll find a cure, okay?” said Sam,

trying to comfort Alex.

“No! There was never a cure, never anything to find a solution to this problem. Nothing.

All we had to do was kill, not cure.” screamed Alex, trying to prove a point. Alex’s screaming

aggroed the two demons, they were really about to strike.

Alex and Sam started to back up slowly, going near the stairs. But suddenly, there were

footsteps above them and heard a voice,

“Hunter group 4, coming through! Come to the entrance and we’ll rescue you if there's

anyone there!”

But then there was 2 people that Sam did not recognize that came down the stairs of the

basement.

“Non-demon people spotted! Come on, we’ll rescue you!” they said as they came down

the stairs.

Sam and Alex never looked back at the people, so then the people came down the stairs

to see what was going on which they saw 2 demons.



“Guys, don’t worry. We got 'em, leave it to us.” they said confidently and then pulling

their weapons out.

“Stop! Those are our parents and we are also a part of the Hunters.” screamed Sam after

they pulled their weapons out

“Oh yeah, where’s your badge? Plus we must kill them, it is a part of the rules of the

Hunters, which is not being on the demon’s side nor sympathizing with them.” the people

replied.

“So get out of our way and we’ll take care of this!”

then one of the two people pushed Sam and walked towards the demons, about to slice

them in half. In a sudden instant, Alex activated his katana and sliced his arm off where he was

holding his weapon, his body fell onto the floor and was surely dead.

“Hey! Stop right there! I- I’ll report you guys if you’re gonna team with the  de-

demons!” The other person that was alive who watched the entire scene as he activated his

weapon, holding it in front of him as he would block any incoming attacks.

But in an instant, he was already dead, sliced by Alex like how the other person died

before.

Alex, Chapter 6

“Hey, chill down Alex. I don’t think you should have done that. But we share the same

minds, we’ll both protect our parents okay?” Sam said after the massacre Alex had created.

“But dang, we’re gonna be placed in the wanted list.”



“Yeah, yeah sure, we’ll still be fine.” Alex replied. Alex’s eyes were quite blurry and

shaky, but he could see something about to strike Sam,

“Hey! Behind you!” Sam turned around and saw Freya striked, Sam was left with 0.0001

seconds to react to dodge, within that, he was not able to react.

Within the eyes of Alex, he had seen Freya inject and infect Sam with her sharp claws.

Sam’s body was deactivated, and was about to turn into a demon.

“Sam!” Screamed Alex when Sam’s body was slammed onto the floor.

Alex then dashes to Sam to grab his body and go to a safe area, the first floor.

“Hey, it’s okay Sam, come on, fight it and wake up!” Alex said, trying to give Sam hope.

There was no response. Alex knew it was over. Alex was then flashbacked to when Alex

and Sam were kids and when Freya and Winston were alive, Freya making those delicious

dinners, fried rice, Winston being the protective and goofy guy, making the funny jokes. All of

those were gone but there was one memory that Alex remembered.

“Hey, if you guys are gonna be hunters, make sure to kill all of them, okay?” Freya said

with a smile.

Alex was going to make that dream happen. And he will.

“I'll kill ‘em all!”

Next chapter never soon…. (Sam wakes up in demon form with full control, he was both human and

demon, a rare humanoid condition, a fiend. He also had an ability within him. Sam and Alex then

embark on an adventure of demon hunting. Will they truly find the cure to cure their demoned families

and the world? And also fulfill their mother’s wish?)



Artist’s Statement

After reading the story, you might have forgotten what you have read or missed some of the plot

elements that were in the story, buried and never found. So this story shows two different

perspectives of two different people, Sam and Alex, they are brothers that watch their backs. For

the first chapter, when Sam and Alex were preparing for their signature move, it used snapshot to

majorly visualize by slowing down the scene to show their feelings, actions, and events all into

one place. Dramatic irony was used by using major events to further foreshadow the future, like

when Sam’s and Alex’s jobs are killing demons, for sure they were risking their lives and will die

or that the world is filled with demons and that they would infect the whole world. For

thoughtshots, it shows feelings and thoughts for each character by each event, action, or dialogue

which shows their thoughts that they shot in their minds. The motif, it was when Sam had a

hallucination of the demon’s face or when he had a flashback when his teammates died, it shows

that their parents will get infected or demonized and shows a big part of the brother’s personality,

protectiveness to important people and most significant, show how important family is, for the

essential question. For my dialogue, it just shows more of the character's personality for more

plot and development of characters and story to move on, it is quite goofy. Yes, the resolution

might be disappointing and depressing but they will find a cure right? Just a little hint to the next

chapters and next resolutions. Overall, my writing technique is most likely using actions and

major events to show the 5 elements of plot so the story can be more interesting. And that is 301

words.


